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Building Better Brands

5 Steps for Brand
Activation

Discovery
Workshop

2. Marketing Research 3. Positioning 4. Touch Points

Have a discussion about
what you want your
brand to achieve
besides making profit.

Understand who would
be interested in your
services/products

Audience Personas Brand Brief
& Voice

Customer
Lifecycle

Grow & Manage
the Brand

Write down a plan
that uses your brand
guidelines to keep
consistently.

Audit, analyze, prioritize &
build customer touch points

Embrace the
culture and build
brand loyalty

1. Goal Setting
2. Diagnostics
3. Positioning
4. Touch points
5. Engagement
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1. Goal Setting



Building Better Brands

DiscoveryWorkshop

Time: Half Day session

Who: you and any of your partners and brand strategist will get together for a discovery discussion.

What: Apply a brand strategy to that will appeal to your target audience.

Tools: Using an in depth questionnaire around current products and services, company culture,
values, business goals, competition, target audiences, customer needs, current positioning, past
marketing efforts, and technology constraints.

Why Did You Create Your Business?

Finding your why is the backbone of why anyone should care about your brand.

Today

Your Business Goals:

Tomorrow

TOP 3 GOALS FOR THE
NEXT 12 MONTHS

1.

2.

3.
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Building Better Brands

Research Planning

Leadership Assessment - Your Company

Time: 1 week (10 hours research, 5 hours documentation)

Who: Brand project research lead through customer survey and complete online research.

What: Research an understanding of your company’s current state, who your
customer is, analyze your brand from the customer perspective at each touch point and how your
competitors’ brand experiences and communications differentiate them in the market.

Tools:
1. Your Company - Assessment of brand on 10 key criteria - leadership survey.
2. Your Customers - Persona development.
3. Your Market - Competitors’ and your brand positioning and experiences audit.

Assessments and survey’s internally can help give an objective understanding of how your
brand is currently performing in the eyes of the people in leadership, and key staff members on
the front lines. I have established a 10 point questionnaire that helps to understand and develop
recommendations for brand planning.

Brand Personas - Your Customers

Personas are fictional representations of your ideal customers, based on real data about customer
motivations, and concern. Start developing personas by researching your existing customer base to
identify the most common buyers for your products and services. You may have several different
types of buyers, so give each one a detailed description, including name, job title or role, industry or
company info, and demographic info.

Brand Positioning and Experiences - Your Competitors

Positioning and Experiences are captured to help us realize the differentiating factors of one brand
to another. Use the positioning worksheet to help build a clear picture of competitor tag lines, key
messaging, positioning and any registered trademark words or phrases that might be used. This
will help in developing key words for search engine optimization and for branding positioning
differentiation. Use the brand experience worksheet to capture how the competitor brand was
experienced at each touch points starting with a call or site visit or searching the web. Take time to
experience other brands before branding your experience.
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Building Better Brands

Research Planning Continued

Audit Administration: Use the following 10 criteria to evaluate your brand. For
each, give your brand a rating on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 means “poor” and 10 means
“excellent”.

1.Meaningful - score
is your brand relevant and compelling to its target customers?

ADD 1-5 AND PLACE YOUR TOTAL CUSTOMER SCORE HERE

RECOMMENDATIONS

Add the first 5 ratings to get your “customer
brand score.” If your score is:

10 - 35: you need a stronger brand platform
- see brand worksheets: ”Brand personas and
Brand Positioning”

36 - 45: you need to focus on a cohesive
brand experience - see brand worksheets:
“Brand Positioning, Voice and Brand Touch
points.”

46-50: Take your brand to the next level
with brand integration - see brand
worksheets: “Brand Diagnostic and revisit
your Brand Touch points” and plan a training
session to the customer experience process.

2. Differentiating - score
is your brand distinctly different from competitive
offerings?

Customer Brand Perspective

3. Has Integrity - score
do you avoid over-promising your brand?
4. Transcendent - score
does your brand convey value (emotional, cultural, social)
beyond a specific offering?

5. Constantly Experienced - score
is your brand expressed and delivered consistently across all
touch points?

6. Sustainable - score
is your brand an enduring proposition?

ADD 6-10 AND PLACE YOUR TOTAL CUSTOMER SCORE HERE

RECOMMENDATIONS

Add the second 5 ratings to get your
“customer brand score.” If your score is:

10 - 35: you need to increase brand traction
see brand worksheet: “Brand Touch points”

36 - 45: focus on the lower rated areas -
start by diagnosing the underlying issues.
see brand worksheets: “Brand Diagnostic”.

46-50: fuel even stronger brand recognition
with Stakeholders - see brand worksheet:
“Brand Touch points” and plan a training
session to walk Stakeholders through the
customer experience process.

7.Adds Business Value - score
does your brand drive sales, repeat business & sustain price
premiums?

Company Brand Perspective

8. Clearly Articulated - score
is your brand clearly defined and described to your target
audience?
9. Commonly Embraced - score
does your brand convey value (emotional, cultural, social)
beyond a specific offering?

10. Operationalized - score
is your brand expressed and delivered consistently across all
touch points?
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Building Better Brands

PersonaWorksheet

Picture: Find a picture matching the demographics.

Name: Giving them a name makes them human.

Title: CEO, VP, Director, etc.

Industry: Manufacturing, writing, plumbing, etc.

Demographics: Location, age, etc.

Priority Needs: Pain Points/Challenges - what are
the biggest problems they are trying to solve? What do they
need most?

Behaviors:
Typical online behaviors - Where can I
find them online? i.e. read blogs? active on social networks?
What search terms do they use? email newsletter subscribers?
consume educational pieces? trend articles? watch videos or
listen to podcasts?

Typical networking behaviors- i.e. attend social meet-ups?
attend industry specific network groups? use VIP facility
services to host clients and partner potentials?

Picture:

Name:

Title:

Industry:

Demographics:

Priority Needs:

Behaviors:

Your brand is not what you say it is, it is what they say it is! Seeing your brand through the eyes of
the customer. Understanding their needs, wants, and desires are key to segmenting the brand
experience through demographics. Use this tool to gather information on your target audience for use
in communications development. Generally it is helpful to develop 3-5 persona’s based on the size of
the business

AUDIENCE PERSONA KEY AUDIENCE PERSONA
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Building Better Brands

Competitor PositioningWorksheet
Competitive research of brand identity, tagline, position and key messages provides brand insights to
inform and guide brand planning. Use this worksheet to capture your competitor brand positioning
and highlight summary findings.

SUMMARY FINDINGS:

BRAND/IDENTITY TAGLINE POSITION STATEMENT KEY MESSAGING

Insert competitor name Insert
competitor differentiation

Insert competitor
voice & message

Insert
competitor

slogan
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Building Better Brands

Brand ExperienceWorksheet
Competitive research of perceptions and experiences during research provides brand insights to
inform and guide brand planning. Use this worksheet to capture your competitor brand experiences
and highlight summary findings.

SEARCH EXPERIENCE:

BRAND POSITIONING

BRAND USER EXPERIENCE

Unique Touch points Experience - personalized materials, special materials,
special interactions, etc.

Secret Shopper Experience - in person, by mail, on the phone, online chat, etc.

Logo

Tagline

Positioning

Key Messaging

Images

Search Experience

Social Sites

Website

Other

PROS CONSKEY FINDINGS

Summary Experience - Key learnings and sources.
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Building Better Brands

Brand Brief Worksheet
Your competitive brand positioning references who you are selling to, what your business scope is,
and what you do to create value for your customers. It drives your business strategy and
operating plan.

CATEGORY STATEMENT: This exercise will help you craft a
detailed positioning statement to pinpoint your core message.
It parallels the journalistic model of storytelling: What is your
category? How are you different? Who are your customers?
Where are they located? When do they need you? and why are
you important?

ELEVATOR PITCH: This exercise was
designed to help explain why you do
what you do, not just what you do. This
approach is called the Golden Circle
discovered by Simon Sinek.

CATEGORY STATEMENT ELEVATOR PITCH

WHAT: THE ONLY (CATEGORY)

HOW: THAT (DIFFERENTIATION CHARACTERISTIC)

WHO:

WHY: purpose, cause, belief

HOW: we do it

WHAT: we do

EXAMPLE: ELEVATOR
PITCH

APPLE COMPUTERS

WHY: Everything we do, we believe
in challenging the status quo. We believe
in thinking differently.

HOW: The way we challenge the
status quo is by making our products
beautifully designed, simple to use and
user-friendly.

WHAT: And we happen to make
great computers. Wanna buy one?

FOR (CUSTOMER)

WHERE: IN (MARKET GEOGRAPHY)

WHY: WHO (NEED STATE)

WHEN: DURING (UNDERLYING TREND)

CATEGORY STATEMENT EXAMPLE

HARLEY DAVIDSON IS ...........................
WHAT: the only motorcycle manufacturer

HOW: that make big, loud motorcycles

WHO: for macho guys

WHERE: mostly in U.S.

WHY: who want to join a gang of
cowboys

WHEN:in an era of decreasing personal
freedom
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Building Better Brands

BRAND VOICE

Brand VoiceWorksheet
BRAND VOICE: The brand voice is how you sound and how you seem. It’s a unique expression of your
organization; it can’t be forced or faked. But it can, and should, be cultivated. It’s part of the X
Factor that distinguishes you and allows your clients to make a direct, personal connection to your
brand. Circle the words in each box you would use to describe the character, tone, language and
purpose of your brand or list others that apply.

CHARACTER/PERSONA

Apple - fresh, innovative, friendly
collaborative, welcoming

Virgin - Empowering, edgy, global,
exciting, futuristic

TED - Intelligent, inspiring, worldly,
creative

Coca-Cola - Nimble, flexible,
innovative, adapting to local
markets

(who your brand sounds like i.e. company-
Apple, celebrity - Richard Brandson)

TONE

Friendly

Honest

Bold

Inspiring

Real/Human

Direct

Technical

Caring

Professional

Fun/Hip

(the underlying vibe that emanates from
your brand’s communications, this is
where you establish your credibility)

PURPOSE

Educate

Sell

Engage

Lead Generation

Enable

Inform

Excite

(what we do to get the customer to
connect)

LANGUAGE

Clear

Sophisticated

Concise

Thought Provoking

Simple

Diverse

Accurate

Reassuring

(establishing words, phrases, and jargon to be
used)
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Building Better Brands

Brand Touch points Worksheets
A brand touchpoint wheel is a visual representation of all your brand touch points and how
businesses work together to impact them. Here are the steps to develop a brand touch point wheel.

Interactions with customer pre-purchase, purchase, and post-purchase - and then add non-customer
interactions like general corporate touch points.
Static touch points like advertising or packaging, people touch points like call centers or sales people,
and interactive touch points like social media or websites.
Remember to include all of your products and/or services.
Consider convening a cross-functional team to conduct the audit so you get more comprehensive
results.

1.Audit - compile a list and examples of all the ways people in the outside world come into contact
with your business and all of the experiences you provide.
organize your audit by:

2.Map - list the internal groups that are responsible for each touch point and/or the processes that
produce them and then map where there are more commonalities between touch points.
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Building Better Brands

Brand Touch points Worksheet Continued

Put your brand in the center.

Comparing the evaluations from step #4 above to the brand persona spreadsheet and desired
customer experience to illuminate which touch points are most out of alignment.

Using the sources from the #4 to determine which touch points have the most impact on
customers
and other outside stakeholders expectations and experiences.

For those touch points with the largest gaps, evaluating the size of the gap against an estimate
of the cost of making improvements to it.

Determining how important different touch points will be to you business’s longterm goals and
objectives.

Designate the top 5-10 touch points to optimize right away.

Position all of your touch points on the rim.

Show the different groups and/or processes that impact the touch points as spokes radiating
out to them.

Use layers inside the wheel to organize groups and processes together.

Be prepared to go through several rounds of draft wheels before a final version is set.

3. Assemble - organize the list by group or process and then put together a wheel.

4. Evaluate - use customer research, self assessments, and industry reports to evaluate
the experiences your brand delivers at each touchpoint.

5. Prioritize - identify which touch points you should focus your efforts on by:

6. Act - create an action plan for optimizing the touch points, measuring your improvements,
and managing them on an ongoing basis.
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